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 DARBOUX HOMOTOPIES AND DARBOUX

 RETRACTS - RESULTS AND QUESTIONS

 The theory of Darboux functions is still being studied intensely by many
 mathematicians. The notion of a Darboux function itself has gone through lots
 of generalizations. The best-known generalization is included in the following
 definition:

 We say that / : X Y , where X and Y are arbitrary topological
 spaces, is a Darboux transformation if f(C) is a connected set for
 each connected set C C X.

 We shall apply such a definition at present. It seems that the theory
 of Darboux functions has not, however, been extended widely enough so far,
 although the former interest of mathematicians in these transformations would
 justify that to the full. What hinders one from extending it is the lack of good
 tools for

 the examination of algebraic and topological structures of the space
 formed by Darboux functions.

 Analyzing the methods for the investigation of the space of continuous
 functions, one can come to the conclusion that the foundations of the con-
 siderations carried out there are: rings of functions, retracts and homotopies
 (as well as related theories and notions such as, for instance, ideals of rings of
 functions, contractibility, domination, and the like). Consequently, it seems
 interesting to build analogous structures and theories for Darboux transfor-
 mations.

 In this article we would like to present our results as well as the basic open
 problems and questions which are connected with the building of this theory.

 We apply the classical symbols and notions. In particular, the symbol [0, 1]
 denotes the unit interval with the natural topology. By the letters 3ř, N , Q
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 we denote the set of all real numbers, positive integers and rational numbers,
 respectively. If ( X , T) is some topological space, then by I(X> T) we denote
 the set of all isolated points. Let X, Y be topological spaces; then D(Xy Y)
 denotes the set of all Darboux functions mappings X into Y . If F is some
 family of functions mappings X into Y , then Cf = fi/ e F w^ere C/ stands
 for the set of all points of continuity of /. For A C XxY, the symbol projx (^4)
 denotes the projection of A onto X.
 Now, we shall introduce three distinct generalizations of the notion of a

 homotopy. Thanks to this, we shall make it possible to consider a wide range of
 algebraic and topological problems as well as of problems from the borderland
 of real function theory and algebraic topology.

 Definition. Let /, g : (X, T) - ï (Y, D) be Darboux functions, where
 (X, T), (Y, D) are topological spaces.
 (a) The transformations / and g are called weakly Darboux homotopic 1
 if there exists a Darboux transformation £ : ( X , T ) x [0, 1] - > (Y, D ) such that
 £((x, 0)) = /(x) and £((x, 1)) = g(x) for x £ X. The transformation £ is called
 a weak Darboux homotopy between / and g. (The fact that / and g are
 weakly Darboux homotopic and £ is a weak Darboux homotopy between /

 and g is written down a s f ~ ^ g, or shortly / wJ^x g).
 (b) The transformations / and g are called Darboux homotopic if
 wDbx(r)
 f ~ g and each thread Tļ^^-ļ x[0>i] is a continuous function (for x G X).
 (The fact that / and g are Darboux homotopic and r is a Darboux homotopy

 Dbx(r) Dbx
 between / and g is written down as / ^ g, or shortly / ~ <7).
 (c) The transformations / and g are called strongly Darboux homotopic

 Dbx(r)
 if / ^ g and there exists topology T* in the set X finer than the topology
 T for which /(X, T) = I(X , T*), such that f,g : (X, T*) -+ (Y, D) are con-
 tinuous and homotopic. (The fact that / and g are strong Darboux homotopic

 , r sDbx .
 is written down a s f r ^ g).

 Note that if X, Y are arbitrary topological spaces and /, g : X -> Y, then:

 (î) if /,# are continuous and homotopic, then / ~ g'
 / • ' -i* r sDbx Dbx
 (it) / • ' if -i* / r ~ g, then f ~ g'
 /...v r Dbx wDbx
 '%tt) /...v if / r ~ g , then f ~ g.
 Of course, the inverse implications are not true. In particular, if X = {xo} is
 a singleton and Y = {(0, 0)} U {(x, y) : x > 0 A y = sin £} with the natural
 topology, /(x0) = (0,0) and #(x0) = (I, sin 1), then / and g are continuous

 In the terminology of paper [9] - c-homotopic
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 and weakly Darboux homotopic but / and g are not Darboux homotopic and,
 consequently, / and g are neither strongly Darboux homotopic nor homotopic.

 Theorem 1 ([9]) Let f,g : X - ► Y be continuous functions , where X is a
 contractible and separable space and Y is a compact space. If
 f(X)r'g(X)¿9
 or

 f(X) C'g(X) = 0 and f g and
 Ç is a weak Darboux homotopy such that there exists xo £ X for which

 [C({*o} X [0,l])]''[C({*o) X [0,1])] = {yuy'2} where yx £ f(X)iy2 £ g(X)
 and, for each a £ C({xo} x [0, 1]), a cuts Y between f(X) and g{X), then f
 and g are homotopic .

 Problem 1 The assumption in the above theorem are complicated and con-
 nected with the notion of a Darboux homotopy. It. is interesting to give, for
 instance ,

 general topological conditions on the spaces under consideration in order
 that the implication inverse to the implications (i), (ii) or (i) be true. It
 is especially interesting to state the conditions under which strong Darboux
 homotopies are equivalent to Darboux ones.

 Algebraic operations performed on Darboux functions are the objects of
 interest of many authors ([1], [3], [4], [5], [7], [10], [12]). Lots of ques-

 tions connected with this topic are still unsolved. Among them, particularly
 interesting are those which concern the question of when two Darboux func-
 tions belong to a common complete ring of Darboux functions 2 . It turns out
 that, when one studies these problems, very helpful is the theory of Darboux
 homotopies.

 Theorem 2 LetV be a complete ring of Darboux functions mapping [0, 1]
 into 3î; such that C-p is an open and dense set, f(x) = 0 for f £ V and

 x £ D'p. Then any two functions from V are strongly Darboux homotopic.

 Proof. Let f,g £ V and let Cv = {(anibn) : n £ N} where (an,6n)
 denotes a component of C-p (of course, if, for example, 0 £ Cv> then, for some
 n0, (ano,6no) denotes the interval [0,6no); to simplify the notation, we use
 the symbol (an,6n) for all components of C-p). Fix a positive integer n, let
 fn - f'[antbn], 9n = 9'[an,bn] aI*d let,

 cn be the middle point of [an,bn]. Let f =| / | -1- | g |. Then £n =
 [an,òB] =1 fn I + I <7n |- Of course, £ £ V, and so, is a Darboux function

 continuous on the interval (an,6n).

 2 A ring V of functions is called a complete ring if | / |£ V for each / G V
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 Let 5Ín) € (a„, cn), z[n) € (c„,6n) be points such that €
 [0,1) and let > 0 be real numbers such that an < s[n^ - iļn^ <
 4"^ < 4n) + (Sļn^ < c„ < - <rļn^ < z^ < zļn^ + ťr[") < òn, and
 í((4"> - ¿ín),4n) + Ąn))) C [0,1) andí((zí") - + a^)) C [0,1).
 Now, let 4n) € (a„,min(sļn^ - ¿¡n'a„ + 1(4"^ - an)))> 4"* € max(z( ^ +
 <7jn^, òn - |(6„ - 4"^))> 6„) be points such that £(4n^)>Č(4n^) ^ [0> §) an<l let
 Ąn'(T2>^ > 0 be real numbers such that an < 4"^ -Sļ"^ < 4"^ < 4"^ +4"^ <
 min (sļn) - ¿ļn),an + |(sļn) - an)) < max(z{n) + <r^'bn - §(6„ - ¿(òn -
 2<»))) < z(») _ ,<»> < 2(») <
 4n)+4n) < bn, andí((s^)-4n),4")+í2n))) C [0, ±), t{(Ąn) , 4n)+

 <4"^)) 2) ■ Continuing this procedure we obtain two sequences: {sļn^)fc=i
 and {Zfc^JļfeĻļ such that lim/^oo 4"^ = an, lim*-»,» zļn^ = 6„ and, moreover,

 we obtain sequences of pairwise disjoint intervals {(4^ - s1"^+ó1"^)}kLi>
 {4n) - <rin). 4n) + 4n))}~=i such that i((4n) - ¿ín)'sín) + 4n))) C [0, 1) D
 £((4n) - cri-n'1 1 zļn) + cļ^)) (for ¿ = 1,2,.. .). Note that

 /((4n> - «i"',»?1 + 4"')) c (- J, i) D /((4"» - »?>, 4" + ri"'»,

 s((4"' - Ć', i' + 4"')> c J ,((4" - Ą-K 4n) + "I"')).
 for k = 1, 2, . . ..

 To simplify the notation, by -^A^ (^-B*^) we shall denote the interval

 (•»"' - ¿íí"),4°) + i4n))((4")-i4",,4") + i4n)))for-",'..t€w
 (of course, instead of 1 ( IB ļn^) we shall write A ļn^ ( B ļn^)).
 Now, we shall define the family of neighbourhoods of x where x G [0, 1].
 If X G ( an,6n ) G Cp, then put Bm(x) - (x - ¿,x + £) Pi (an,6n) for

 m= 1,2,.. ..
 Now, let x G -Dp. Then let (for m = 1,2,...)

 Bm(ï) = (s - £.*) n (u„ (ur=m ^■■Bfcn))) (in the case when 0 e Dp,
 Bñ = 0);

 Bm(x ) = (x,x + £) n (U„ (Ur=m mj4fcn))) (Ín the C3Se when 1 6 D"P >
 B+( 1) = 0).
 Finally, we put Bm(x) = B~(x) U {x} U B+(x) (m = 1,2,.. .).

 Let T be a topology generated by the neighbourhood system

 {{Bm{x) : m = 1, 2, . . }}xç[o,i] •
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 Of course, T is finer than the natural topology of [0, 1], /([0, 1],T) = 0 and,
 moreover, ([0,1], 7") is a Hausdorff and Frechet space ([2]). It is not hard to
 verify that /, g : ([0, 1],T) -> 3i are continuous functions.

 Since V is a ring of functions, there exists a function h G V such that
 / + A = 0. Then h : ([0, 1], T) - >• 3? is a continuous function and h(x) = 0 for
 X G

 Define the function r : [0, 1] x [0, 1] - ► Sř in the following way:

 T(x i0 = /(*)+*• M*)-

 It is evident that r(x,0) = /(x) and r(x, 1) = #(x) (for x G [0, 1]).
 Now, we shall show that r : ([0, 1],T) x [0, 1] -*• 3ř is a homotopy. It is

 sufficient to show, that r is a continuous transformation.

 Let (xo,*o) € [0, 1] x [0, 1] and let {(£p,*p)}£Li be a sequence3 such that
 limp-^ooi^p,^) = (zo,*o)- It is easy to see that x0 G T - limp_>oo xp and
 to = limp_*oo tp (where T - limp_>oo xp denotes the limit of {xp}£lļ in the space
 ([0,1], 71). Then linceo f{xn) = /(*o), limp^oo g(xn) = ^(x0) and, at the
 same time, r(xpitp) - ► r(xo,ťo), which means that r : ([0, 1],7") x [0, 1] - > 3?
 is a homotopy.

 Now, we shall show that r : [0, 1] x [0, 1] -> 3ř is a Darboux homotopy.
 First, we notice that each thread <n{r0}x[o,i] is a linear function, thus it is
 continuous.

 To finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that r : [0, 1] x [0, 1] - f 5ř is a
 Darboux function.

 Let C be an arbitrary connected set in [0, 1] x [0,1]. Of course, if C C
 {x0} x [0, 1] (for some x0 G [0, 1]) or C C {an, bn) x [0, 1] (for some n), then
 t(C) is a connected set. Now, we suppose that the above cases do not take
 place and assume to the contrary that r(C) is a disconnected set, which means
 that t(C) = P U Q where P and Q are nonempty separated sets. Denote
 P0 = C O t-1(P), Qo = C H r-1(Q). Then Po, Qo are nonempty disjoint sets
 such that C = PoUQo, and so, Po, Qo are not separated sets. Let, for instance,

 (1) (tfo, do) G Po H Qo-

 In the case when qo G Cy, (go, ¿o) is a continuity point of r and, conse-
 quently Q 9 r(qoido) G ^(Po), which contradicts the fact that P and Q are
 separated.

 Consequently, we may infer that go G D-p and r(qoi do) = 0.

 3The fact that, in this case, it suffices to consider such ("countable") sequences follows
 from Theorem

 1.6.14 and Proposition 1.6.15 [2] (([0,1], T) X [0,1] is a Frechet space because it is the
 Cartesian product of the first countable space).
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 According to the assumptions connected with the properties of the set C,
 we may deduce that projx(C) is not included in {qo}- Moreover, it is easy to
 see that Po is not a subset of D-p x [0, 1]. So, let (a„0 , 6no) be a component of C-p
 such that ((a„0,6n0) x [0, l])n?0 ķ 0 and let (w0il o) G PoH((ano, 6no) x [0, 1]).
 Fix a positive integer k0 such that < wo < z and wo £ •
 We shall show that

 (2) Po H A ^ 0 or Po O B ļn°^ ^ 0 for each k > ko-

 Suppose to the contrary that:

 (3) there exists k* > k0 such that Po H A^ì0^ = 0 = Po rï

 Denote M = P0 H {[s^ + x [0, 1]) ^ 0. Consider the
 sets M and C'M. It is easy to see that M ^ 0 ^ C'M and C = MU(C'M).
 From (3), the continuity of rl(ano,6n0)x[o)i] an<^ ^at P, Q are separated
 sets we may infer that M O (C' M) = 0 = MfiC'M, which contradicts the
 connectedness of C. The proof of (2) is finished.

 From (2) we deduce that:

 there exists a sequence {zm,ťm)} C Po such that xm G A^1^ (and
 km-+ oo)

 or

 there exists a sequence {ym, drn)} C Po such that ym G (and
 km -> oo).

 Suppose that the first of the above possibilities takes place (in the case of
 the second, the proof is similar). Then r ( xmitm ) -4 0 = r(qoido). Note
 that r(xrnitrn) G P and, according to (1), r(qo,do) G Q, which is impossible
 because P and Q are separated sets.

 The contradiction obtained proves that r : [0, 1] x [0, 1] 3ř is a Darboux
 transformation, which ends the proof of the theorem.

 Problem 2 The analysis of concrete examples allows one to suppose that the
 converse theorem is also true. As yet , however , one has not managed to find
 a proof in the general case or an appropriate counterexample. A "style" of the

 conversion of this theorem is represented by the theorem below (concerning
 the case with very strong assumptions on the transformations considered).
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 Theorem 3 Let f,g [0,1] - > 3? be Darboux functions such that
 Cf = Cg D (0, 1] and /(0) = <7(0) = 0. Then the functions f and g
 belong to some complete ringV of Darboux functions 4 if and only if f g.

 Proof. Necessity. Let V be a complete ring of Darboux functions, such
 that f,g G V, and let

 Vo = {h G V : h(0) = 0 A Ch D (0, 1]}

 Then Vo is a complete ring of Darboux functions, too, and /,<7 G Vq.
 According to the previous theorem, / and g are strongly Darboux homotopic.

 Sufficiency. Let T be a topology finer than the natural topology of the unit
 interval, such that 7([0, 1],T) = 0 and /, <7 : ([0, 1],T) -> 3ř are continuous.

 Fix n G N. Let V be a T-neigbourhood of 0 such that
 f(V) C {-n>n) ^ 9^y)- Then An = V H [0, is a T-neighbourhood
 of 0, too. Let x„ € Áfi ' {0}; thus f(xn) € £) 9 Since / and g
 are continuous at xn , there exists Jn > 0 such that ( xn -ín,in + án) C [0, 1)
 and /((i„ -Sn,xn + Sn)) C 1) D g((xn -Sn,xn + Sn)).

 Now, we shall define the base: B = {(p, q) fl [0, 1 ] '• p,q £ Q} U {{0} U
 L£Ln0(Xn ~"^n,Sn + ^n) : n0 = l,2, ...}.

 Let Tb be the topology generated by the base B and let 11 be the ring of
 all continuous functions h : ([0, l] y Tb) - ► 3î- Then Tl is a complete ring and

 /, g G 11- Observe that all functions from 7£, considered as functions
 mapping [0, 1] into the real line, are continuous at each point from (0, 1] and,
 consequently, TZ C B' (where B' denotes the set of all functions of the first
 class of Baire). Moreover, we may remark that each function from H fulfills
 the Young condition ([13]), and so, H is a complete ring of Darboux functions.

 In topology theory, the notion of homotopy is connected with the notion
 of retract. So, it seems interesting to consider

 the properties of similar notions: Darboux retract and Darboux deformation
 retract.

 Definition [11]. A subspace B of a space X is said to be a Darboux
 retract of X if there exists a Darboux function - called a Darboux retraction -

 r : X -¥ B such that r(ar) = x for x G B.
 A subset C of X is a Darboux deformation retract if C is a Darboux retract
 and there exists a Darboux homotopy between the identity on X ( idx ) and
 some Darboux retraction r : X - > C.

 Theorem 4 ([8]) 5 Let A ^ 0 be a subset of a space X , such that c(A) < c
 and A G GJ. Then A is a Darboux retract of X if and only if A C X and ,

 4 We do not assume that the functions belonging to V vanish at 0.
 ÄWe say that a set A is a set of type
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 to any x £ A ' A, we may assign an element zx G Ea(x) in the way that
 (C i) A) U {zx : X G C ' A} is a connected set for any connected set C C A.

 Problem 3 The questions connected with the characterization of Darboux de-
 formation retracts are open.

 The following theorems are also connected with the characterization of
 Darboux retracts and with the questions of the structure of sets which
 are Darboux retracts.

 Theorem 5 ([8]) 6 Let X be a connected Tç-space and let A be a set of
 cardinality continuumf such that A G H*. Then A is a Darboux retract of
 X if and only if A is a closed set.

 Theorem 6 ([8]) Let X be a connected topological space which possesses an
 open and dense set V such that X'V is a connected set. Moreover , let the

 following conditions be satisfied :
 (¿) C DV G Hv for any connected set C C X;
 (ii) C G z,x'v for anV connected se C C X ' V ;
 [Hi) if CC'V ^ 0 ^ C'V , then X ' V C C O V for any connected set C C X.
 Then each Darboux retract of the space X is a Borei set.

 Problem 4 ([8]) It would be interesting to find sufficient conditions (weaker
 than those in the above theorems) for Darboux retracts to be Borei sets.

 The notions of a Darboux homotopy and Darboux retracts can be applied
 to the characterization of some topological objects. The following theorem
 illustrates this fact in the case of a component.

 Theorem 7 ([9]) A subset C of a metric separable space X is a component of
 X if and only if C is a maximal Darboux retract (with respect to the inclusion)
 such that each Darboux retraction of C is weakly Darboux homotopic to each
 connected function f : X - »■ C.

 F 'ļ (A € F*) if A = tJ^lj Fn where Fn are closed sets functionally separated from each
 closed set disjoint from Fn. We say that A € G*6 if X ' A G F* .
 Let A C X' then the symbol A C X means that, for each component C of there exists
 a component C a of A such that C a C C.
 The notation c(j4) < c means that each component of the set A has cardinality not greater
 than the continuum.

 Let A C X and xq G A' then the symbol Ea(x o) denotes the set of all those a £ A for
 which:

 Io if xo € C ' C, then a € C for each connected set C C A;
 2° if An CXQ 0, then a € CXo (Cx0 denotes the component of X to which xq belongs).

 Let_j4 and B be any subsets of X . We shall write A € E# if, for any distinct points
 X, y € A of which at least one belongs to B , there exists a connected set C C A such that
 X € C and y ( C.
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 In algebraic topology theory an essential role is played by the notion of
 fundamental group. In particular, lots of questions are connected with the
 isomorphism of the fundamental group (of fixed topological spaces) based at
 different points. Thanks to this, it is possible to define the notion of the fun-
 damental group of the entire space. Now, we shall give some results connected
 with this theme.

 The fundamental group of the space X based at x0 will be denoted by
 n(x,*o).

 Theorem 8 Let X be a Hausdorff space and let A be a Darboux deformation
 retract . Then, for each x £ X ' A, there exists a point ax € A such that
 n(X, r) and II (X, ax) are isomorphic.

 Theorem 9 Let X,Y be Hausdorff spaces and let D(XiY) denote the space
 of all

 Darboux functions f ś. X - > Y with the topology of pointwise conver-
 gence. Then if g,h E D(XÌY) are Darboux homotopic , then īl(D(X,Y),g)
 andīl(D(X1Y)ih) are isomorphic.

 Problem 5 The question connected with the problem similar to that in the
 above theorem , but with respect to the space D(X,Y) with the compact-open
 topology or the topology of uniform convergence, seems to be interesting.
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